Given two distributions over an n element set, we wish to check whether these distributions are statistically close by only sampling. We give a sublinear algorithm which uses O(n2/3~-4 log n) independent samplesfrom each distribution, runs in time linear in the sample size, makes no assumptions about the structure of the distributions, and distinguishes the cases when the distance between the distributions is small (less than max(&, *)) or large (more than E ) in L1-distance. We also give an Q(n2/3c-2/3) lower bound.
Introduction
Suppose we have two distributions over the same n element set, and we want to know whether they are close to each other in L1-norm. We assume that we know nothing about the structure of the distributions and that the only allowed operation is independent sampling. The naive approach would, for each distribution, sample enough elements to approximate the distribution and then compare these approximations. Theorem 14 in Section 3.3 shows 'This work was partially suppolted by ONR N00014-97-1-0505, MURI, NSF Career grant CCR-9624552, and an Alfred P. Sloan Research Award. that the naive approach requires at least a linear number of samples.
In this paper, we develop a method of testing that the distance between two distributions is at most E using considerably fewer samples. If the distributions have L1-distance at most max(&, *) then the algorithm will accept with probability at least 1 -6. If the distributions have L1-distance more than E then the algorithm will accept with probability at most 6. The number of samples used is
o (~~/~~-~ lognlog +). We give an o (~~/~E -~/~)
lower bound for testing L1-distance.
Our test relies on a test for the &-distance, which is considerably easier to test: we give an algorithm that uses a number of samples which is independent of n. However, the L2-distance does not in general give a good measure of the closeness of two distributions. For example, two distributions can have disjoint support and still have small L2-distance. Still, we can get a very good estimate of the L2-distance and then we use the fact that the L1-distance is at most f i times the L2-distance. Unfortunately, the number of queries required by this approach is too large in general. Because of this, our &-test is forced to distinguish two cases.
For distributions with small L2-norm, we show how to use the &-distance to get a good approximation of the L1-distance. For distributions with larger L2-norm, we use the fact that such distributions must have elements which occur with relatively high probability. We create a filtering test that estimates the L1-distance due to these high probability elements, and then approximates the L1-distance due to the low probability elements using the test for L2-distance. Optimizing the notion of "high probability" yields our O(n2/3~-4 log n log i) algorithm. The L2-distance test uses o ( E -~ log(1/6)) samples.
Applying our techniques to Markov chains, we use the above algorithm as a basis for constructing tests for determining whether a Markov chain is rapidly mixing. We show how to test whether iterating a Markov chain for t steps causes it to reach a distribution close to the stationay distribution. Our testing algorithm works by following O(tn5/3) edges in the chain. When the Markov chain is represented in a convenient way (such a representation can be computed in linear time and we give an example representation in Section 4), this test remains sublinear in the size of a dense enough Markov chain for small t. We then investigate two notions of being close to a rapidly mixing Markov chain that fall within the framework of property testing, and show how to test that a Markov chain is close to a Markov chain that mixes in t steps by following only d(tn2I3) edges. In the case of Markov chains that come from directed graphs and pass our test, our theorems show the existence of a directed graph that is close to the original one and rapidly mixing. There is much work on the problem estimating the distance between distributions in data streaming models where space is limited rather than time (cf. [ 11, 2, 8,9]). Another line of work [3] estimates the distance in frequency count distributions on words between various documents, where again space is limited.
In an interactive setting, Sahai and Vadhan [23] show that given distributions p and q, generated by polynomialsize circuits, the problem of distinguishing whether p and q are close or far in L1-norm, is complete for statistical zeroknowledge.
There is a vast literature on testing statistical hypotheses. In these works, one is given examples chosen from the same distribution out of two possible choices, say p and q. The goal is to decide which of two distributions the examples are coming from. More generally, the goal can be stated as deciding which of two known classes of distributions contains the distribution generating the examples. This can be seen to be a generalization of our model as follows: Let the first class of distributions be the set of distributions of the form q x q. Let the second class of distributions be the set of distributions of the form q1 x 42 where the L1 difference of q1 and 42 is at least E. Then, given examples from two distributions pl, pp, create a set of example pairs (2, y) where x is chosen according to pl and 7~ according to p2.
Bounds and an optimal algorithm for the general problem for various distance measures are given in [4, 19, 5, 6, 181.
None of these give sublinear bounds in the domain size for our problem. The specific model of singleton hypothesis classes is studied by Yamanishi [27] . Goldreich and Ron [12] give methods allowing testing that the L2-distance between a given distribution and the uniform distribution is small in time O(fi). Their "collision" idea underlies the present paper. Based on this, they give a test which they conjecture can be used for testing whether a regular graph is close to being an expander, where by close they mean that by changing a small fraction of the edges they can turn it into an expander. Their test is based on picking a random node and testing that random walks from this node reach a distribution that is close to uniform. Our tests are based on similar principles, but we do not prove their conjecture. Mixing and expansion are known to be related [24], but our techniques only apply to the mixing properties of random walks on directed graphs, since the notion of closeness we use does not preserve the symmetry of the adjacency matrix. In another work, Goldreich and Ron [14] show that testing that a graph is close to an expander requires R(n'/') queries.
The conductance [24] of a graph is known to be closely related to expansion and rapid-mixing properties of the graph [ 16] [24]. Frieze and Kannan [ 101 show, given a graph G with n vertices and a, one can approximate the conductance of G to within additive error a in time O(n28(1/a2)).
Their techniques also yield an 0(2p0'y(1/E)) time test which determines whether an adjacency matrix of a graph can be changed in at most E fraction of the locations to get a graph with high conductance. However, for the purpose of testing whether an n-vertex, m-edge graph is rapid mixing, we would need to approximate its conductance to within a = O(m/n2); thus only when m = @(n2) would it run in 0 (n) time.
It is known that mixing [24, 161 is related to the sepxation between the two largest eigenvalues [ 11. Standard techniques for approximating the eigenvalues of a dense n x n matrix run in e ( n 3 ) flops and consume @(n') words of memory [ 151. However, for a sparse n x n symmetric matrix with m nonzero entries, n 5 m, "Lanczos algorithms" [20] accomplish the same task in B(n[m+log n]) flops, consuming @(n + m) storage. Furthermore, it is found in practice that these algorithms can be run for far fewer, even a constant number, of iterations while still obtaining highly accurate values for the outer and inner few eigenvalues. Our test for rapid mixing of a Markov chain runs more slowly than the algorithms that are used in practice except on fairly dense graphs (m >> tn513 log n). However, our test is more efficient than algorithms whose behavior is mathematically justified at every sparsity level. Our faster, but weaker, tests of various altered definitions of "rapid mixing," are more efficient than the current algorithms used in practice.
Preliminaries
We use the following notation. We denote the set (1,. . . , n } as In]. The notation 2 E R [n] denotes that z is chosen uniformly at random from the set [n]. The &-norm of a vector v' is denoted by Iv'I and is equal to cy=, 1wil.
Similarly the L2-norm is denoted by Ilql and is equal to d m , and llv'lloo = maxi Ivil. We assume our distributions are discrete distributions over n elements, and will represent a distribution as a vector p' = (PI, . . . , p,) where pi is the probability of outputting element i.
The collision probability of two distributions p'and f is the probability that a sample from each of p' and f yields the same element. Note that, for two distributions p', $ the collision probability is 9.4' = xi piqi. To avoid ambiguity, we refer to the collision probability of p'and @ as the selfcollision probability of p', note that the self-collision probability of @is lljjll2.
Testing closeness of distributions
The main goal of this section is to show how to test that two distributions @and fare close in L1-norm in sublinear time in the size of the domain of the distributions. We are given access to these distributions via black boxes which upon a query respond with an element of [n] generated according to the respective distribution. Our main theorem is: In order to prove this theorem, we give a test which determines whether $and fare close in L2-norm. The test is based on estimating the self-collision and collision probabilities of p' and 6 In particular, if p' and fare close, one would expect that the self-collision probabilities of each are close to the collision probability of the pair. Formalizing this intuition, in Section 3.1, we prove:
Theorem 2 Given parameter 6, and distributions p'and f over a set of n elements, there exists a test such that i f ll@-41 5 €12 then the test passes with probability at least 1 -6. If[[@-41 > e then the testpasses with probability less than 6. The running time ofthe test is O(eF4 log i).
The test used to prove Theorem 2 is given in Figure 1 Since Iw( 5 fi11w11, a simple way to extend the above test to an L1-distance test is by setting E' = e / f i . Unfortunately, due to the order of the dependence on e in the L2-distance test, the resulting running time is prohibitive. It is possible, though, to achieve sublinear running times if the input vectors are known to be reasonably evenly distributed. We make this precise by a closer analysis of the variance of the test in Lemma 5. In particular, we analyze the dependence of the variance of s on the parameter b = max(llplloo, ll@llm). There we show that given @and fsuch that b = O(n-'2), one can call L2-Distance-Test with an error parameter of L-and achieve running time of
We use the following definition to identify the elements with large weights.
Definition 3 An element i is called big with respect to a distribution @ifpi > $.
Our L1-distance tester calls the &-distance testing algorithm as a subroutine. When both input distributions have no big elements, the input is passed to the L2-distance test unchanged. If the input distributions have a large selfcollision probability, the distances induced respectively by the big and non-big elements are measured in two steps. The first step measures the distance corresponding to the big elements via straightforward sampling, and the second step modifies the distributions so that the distance attributed to the non-big elements can be measured using the Lz-distance test. The complete test is given in Figure 2 . The proof of Theorem 1 is described in Section 3.2. Define $ similarly.
L1-Distance-Test
&-Distance-Test (p', q', o (~' /~/ E~) , &, 6/2)
Figure 2. Algorithm L1-Distance-Test
In Section 3.3 we prove that ~( n~/~) samples are for distinguishing distributions that are far in L1-distance.
Closeness in Lz-norm
In this section we analyze the test in Figure 1 and prove Theorem 2. The statistics rp, rq and s in Algorithm LZDistance-Test are estimators for the self-collision probability of p', of 6 and of the collision probability between p' and 6 respectively. If @ and f are statistically close, we expect that the self-collision probabilities of each are close to the collision probability of the pair. These probabilities are exactly the inner products of these vectors. In particular if the set Fp of samples from @ i s given by
By combining these statistics, we show that T -s is an estimator for the desired value 116-412.
Since our algorithm samples from not one but two distinct distributions, we must also bound the variance of the variable s used in the test. One distinction to make between self-collisions and @, < collisions is that for the selfcollision we only consider samples for which i # j , but this is not necessaj for @, f collisions. We accommodate this in our algorithm by scaling rp and rq appropriately. By this scaling and from the above discussion we see that
A complication which arises from this scheme, though, is that the pairwise samples are not independent. Thus we use Chebyshev's inequality. That is, for any random variable A, and p > 0, the probability P r [ [ A -E[/l]l > p] is bounded above by y. To use this theorem, we require a bound on the variance, which we give in this section.
Our techniques extend the work of Goldreich and Ron [ 121, where self-collision probabilities are used to estimate norm of a vector, and the deviation of a distribution from uniform. In particular, their work provides an analysis of the statistics rp and rq above through the following lemma. we can achieve an error probability less than 1 / 3 . It follows from standard techniques that with O(log 6 ) iterations we can achieve an error probability at most 6.
Lemma 4 (Goldreich Ron
Var [r -s], 5 c(m3b2 + m2b).
Lemma 6 For two distributions p' and a such that b = mm(llpllmi 1141m) a n d m = O((b2 + e2&)/e4), i f E-41 I e / 2 , then Lz-Distance-Test(p, q, m , e, 6 ) passes with probability at least 1 -6. rfllp'-4 . 7 1 > e then La-DistanceTest(p, q , m, E, 6 ) passes with probability less than 6. The running time is O(m log( 3)).
PROOF: For our statistic A = (r -s) we can say, using
Chebyshev's inequality, that for some constant k,
Then when I!@-41 5 4 2 , for one iteration, It can be shown that this probability will be at least 2 / 3 whenever m > c(b2 + e2&>/e4 for some constant c. A similar analysis can be used to show the other direction. 0
Closeness in &-norm
The L1-closeness test proceeds in two stages. The first phase of the algorithm filters out big elements (as defined in Definition 3) while estimating their contribution to the distance lp' -4. The second phase invokes the L2-test on the filtered distribution, with closeness parameter +. The correctness of this subroutine call is given by Lemma 6 with b = n-2/3. With these substitutions, the number of samples m is 0 (~-~n~/~) .
The choice of threshold nW2I3 for the weight of the big elements arises from optimizing the running-time trade-off between the two phases of the algorithm.
We need to show that by using a sample of size O(e-2n2/3 logn), we can estimate the weights of the big elements to within a multiplicative factor of O(e). PROOF: We analyze three cases; we use Chemoff bounds to show that for each i, with probability at least 1 -5, the following holds: (la) If pi > n-2/3 then ljji -pi1 < epi/63. (lb) If e2n-2/3 < pi < n-2/3 then -pi1 < ~n -~/~/ 6 3 .
(2) If pi < e2n112/3 then pi < 3e2n-2/3. Since, for e I 1 / 2 , 3e2 5 ( 1 -e/63), the lemma follows.
0
Once the big elements are identified, we use the following fact to prove the gap in the distances of accepted and rejected pairs of distributions. PROOF: Suppose items (1) and (2) from Lemma 7 hold for all i, and for both @and 6 By Lemma 7, this event happens with probability at least 1 -E.
Let S = SpUSq. By our assumption, all the big elements of both 5 and $are in S, and no element with weight less than e2n-2/3 (in either distribution) is in S.
Let A1 be the L1-distance attributed to the elements in S. Let A2 = lp' -$1 (in the case that S is empty, A1 = 0, p" p' andq'= 41).
Notice that A1 I lg-4. We can show that A2 I IF-4, The algorithm estimates A1 in a brute-force manner to within an additive error of e/9. The error on the ith term of the sum is bounded by &(max(pi, n-2/3) + max(qi, n-2/3)) I &((pi + qi + 2n-2/3). Consider the sum over i of these error terms. Notice that this sum is over at most 2n2l3/(l -e / 6 3 ) elements in S. Hence, the total additive error is bounded by If 13-4 < -4>-. Therefore, the Lz-Distance-Test passes. Similarly, To get the running time, note that the time for the first phase is O ( E -~~~/~ logn) and that the time for L2-Distance-Test is O ( n 2 / 3~-4 log 6). It is easy to see that our algorithm makes an error either when it makes a bad estimation of A, or when L2-Distance-Test makes an error.
We believe we can eliminate the log n term in Theorem 1 (and Theorem 9). Instead of requiring that we correctly identify the big and small elements, we allow some misclassifications. The filtering test should not misclassify very many very big and very small elements and a good analysis should show that our remaining tests will not have significantly different behavior.
So, the probability of error is bounded by 6.
Lower Bounds
Theorem 10 Given any test using only ~( n~/~) samples, there exist distributions a' and b'of L1-distance I such that the test will be unable to distinpish the case where one distribution is a' and the other is bfrom the case where both distributions are a' .
PROOF: Fix a testing algorithm that uses s = o(n2I3) samples. Without loss of generality we assume that algorithm is symmetric, i.e., given two distributions the algorithm will give the same result for any permutation of the underlying space. Otherwise we could permute the sample space to maximize the error of the testing algorithm; the result (including this pre-permutation) would be a symmetric algorithm, and it would have the same failure probability on worst-case input.
Let us assume that n, is a multiple of four. We define 
PROOF:
For a fixed heavy element of probability p = the probability that it appears at least three times is bounded by s3p3 = o(l), i.e., that is roughly s3 possible triples each of which are all equal to our element with probability p3. By linearity of expectation we have ~( n~/~) high probability elements occurring three times. For the light elements the same argument gives o(1) low probability eleThe elements which occur three or more times occur only on the heavy elements which have the same probability in each distribution. So these cannot help the algorithm distinguish the distributions. Let H be the random variable denoting the number of collisions among the heavy elements. Let L be the random variable denoting the number of collisions among the ligkt elements. If the algorithm was given distributions a' and b the number of collisions it would see between them would be H. If the algorithm was given the same distribution a' twice the number of collisions would be the random variable H + L. The only relevant test a symmetric algorithm can make is to determine whether the number of collisions between the distributions comes from H o r H + L .
The expected value of H is s2/2n2i3. The variance is 6(s2/n2I3 + s3/n4/3) = 8(s2/n2l3) since s == 0(n2/3).
The standard deviation of H is d m = O ( S /~~/~) .
The expected value and variance of L is B(s2/n) = Since the expected value and variance of L are swamped by the standard deviation of H and one would expect it is impossible to distinguish between samples drawn from H versus H + L. To see this we need to show that H has reasonable properties, basically that H is approximately Gaussian. Let f ( h ) be the probability that H = h. We will derive an exact formula for f ( h ) . (
Since the balls are distinguished we need to multiply Equation l by ~! / 2~ which is the number of ways to put the s balls into h bags with 2 balls and s -2h bags of 1 ball.
We then divide by the bS ways of placing s distinguishable balls into b bags to get
It is useful to consider the ratio of f(h) and f(h -1).
f(h)
By Chebyshev's inequality, we only need to consider the case that h is within a constant number of standard deviations around the expected value of H. In this case we have = 1 + o(1). We have w ( . )
The L1-norm of the distance of H and H + L is E, o(f(z)) = o(1) since f is a probability distribution. Corollary 12 Given any test using only o (~~/~/ E~/~) sampies, there exist distributions a' and b of L1-distance E such that the test will be unable to dist5guish the case where one distribution is a' and the other is b from the case where both distributions are a' . nontrivial probability. PROOF: (Sketch) Let A s be the distribution that is uniform over S 2 { 1, . . . , n}. Pick S at random among sets of size n/2 and run the algorithm on As. The algorithm only learns o(n) elements from S. So with high probability the L1-distance of whatever distribution the algorithm output 0 will have L1-distance from As of nearly one.
Application to Markov Chains
Random walks on Markov chains generate probability distributions over the states of the chain which are endpoints of a random walk. We employ L1-Distance-Test , described in Section 3, to test mixing properties of Markov Chains.
PreliminariedNotation Let M be a Markov chain represented by the transition probability matrix M. The uth state of M corresponds to an n-vector Z, , = (0,. . . , 1 , . . . ,O), with a one in only the uth location and zeroes elsewhere. The distribution generated by t-step random walks starting at state U is denoted as a vector-matrix product Z,,Mt.
Instead of computing such products in our algorithms, we assume that our L1-Distance-Test has access to an oracle, nextnode which on input of the state U responds with the state w with probability M(u, w). Given such an oracle, the distribution CMt can be generated in O(t) steps. We say that two states u and w are (E, t)-close if the distribution generated by t-step random walks starting at u and w are within E in the L1 norm, i.e. lZ,,Mt -Z,,MtI < e.
Similarly we say that a state u and a distribution s'are (e, t)- For example, if M is (e, O(1og n log l/e))-mixing, then M is rapidly-mixing [24]. It can be easily seen that if M is (E, to)-mixing then it is (e, t) mixing for all t > to.
We now make the following definition:
Definition16 The average t-step distribution, 3M,t of a Markov chain M with n states is the distribution This distribution can be easily generated by picking U uniformly from [n] and walking t steps from state U. In an (E, t)-mixing Markov chain, the average t-step distribution is eclose to the stationary distribution. In a Markov chain that is not (E, t)-mixing, this is not necessarily the case.
Each test given below assumes access to an L1 distance tester LI-Distance-Test(u, v, E, 6) which given oracle access to distributions ZU, e', over the same n element set decides whether le', -e',l < f (E) or if l& -e',[ > E with confidence 1-6. The time complexity of L1-test is T(n, E, b), and f is the gap of the tester. The implementation of L1-Distance-Test given earlier in Section 3 has gap f (E) = ~/ ( 4 f i ) , and time complexity T = 6($n2/3 log i).
A test for mixing and a test for almost-mixing
We show how to decide if a Markov chain is (~, t ) -mixing; then we define and solve a natural relaxation of that problem.
In order to test that M is (~,t)-mixing, one can use L1-Distance-Test to compare each distribution ZUMt with &,t, with error parameter e and confidence 6/n. The running time is O(nt . T(n,E,d/n)). If every state is (f (~)/2,t)-close to some distribution 3, then gM,t is f (~)/2-cIose to 3. Therefore every state is (E, t)-close to ZM,~. O n the other hand, if there is no distribution that is (~,t)-close to all states, then, in particular, 3~,~ is not (E, t)-close to at least one state. We have shown Theorem 17 Let M be a Markov chain. Given L1-Distance-Test with time complexity T(n, 6 , s ) and gap f and an oracle for nextnode, there exists a test with time complexity O(nt -T(n, E, 6/n)) with the following behavior: ZfM is (f (~) / 2 , t)-mixing then P r [M passes] > 1 -6; ifM is not (E, t)-mixing then P r [Mpasses] < 6.
For the implementation of L1-Distance-Test given in Section 3 the running time is O( $n5/3t log n log +). It distinguishes between chains which are e/(4,/Z) mixing and those which are not e-mixing. The running time is sublinear in the size of M if t E 0(n1l3/ log(n)).
A relaxation of this procedure is testing that most starting states reach the same distribution after t steps. If (1 -p ) fraction of the states U of a given M satisfy 13-ZuMtl 5 E, then we say that M is (p, E, t)-almost mixing. By picking O ( l / p 1 ln(/b)) starting states uniformly at random, and testing their closeness to ZM,~ we have:
Theorem18 Let M be a Markov chain. Given L1-Distance-Test with time complexity T(n, ~, 6 ) and gap f 
A Property Tester for Mixing
The main result of this section is a test that determines if a Markov chain's matrix representation can be changed in an E fraction of the non-zero entries to turn it into a ( 4~, 2t)-mixing Markov chain. This notion falls within the scope of property testing [22, 13, 14, 7, 211 , which in general takes a set S with distance function A and a subset P ! ; S and decides if an elements 2 E S is in P or if it is far from every element in P, according to A. For the Markov chain problem, we take as our set S all matrices M of size n x n with at most d non-zero entries in each row. The distance function is given by the fraction of non-zero entries in which two matrices differ, and the difference in their average t-step distributions. that every strongly-connected Markov chain is (E, 1)-close to another Markov chain which (E, t)-mixes. However, the situation changes when asking whether there is an ( e , t ) -mixing Markov chain that is close both in the matrix representation and in the average t-step distribution: specifically, it can be shown that there exist constants E, E 1, €2 < 1 and Markov chain M for which no Markov chain is both (€1, e2)-close to M and (E, 1ogn)-mixing. In fact, when €1 is small enough, the problem becomes nontrivial even for €2 = 1. The Markov chain corresponding to random walks on the n-cycle provides an example which is not (t-1/2, 1)-close to any (E, t)-mixing Markov chain.
Definition 19
Motivation As before, our algorithm proceeds by taking random walks on the Markov chain and comparing final distributions by using the L1 distance tester. We define three types of states. First a normal state is one from which a random walk arrives at nearly the average t-step distribution.
In the discussion which follows, t and E denote constant parameters fixed as input to the algorithm TestMixing. In order to show that G is (4~,2t) -If e', is a normal state which is not smooth-we need a more involved analysis of the distribution lZUMZtI. We divide I?, the set of all 2t-step walks in M starting at u, into three sets, which we consider separately.
C I' to be t5e set of walks which visit a bad node before time t. Let db be-the distribution over endpoints of these walks, that is, let db assign to state i the probability that any walk w E r B ends at state i. Let Because of our ability to test E-closeness to the uniform distribution in O(n1/2E-2) steps [12], it is possible to speed up our test for mixing for those Markov chains known to have uniform stationary distribution, such as Markov chains corresponding to random walks on regular graphs. An ergodic random walk on the vertices of an undirected graph instead may be regarded (by looking at it "at times t + 1 / 2 7 as a random walk on the edge-midpoints of that graph. The stationary distribution on edge-midpoints always exists and is uniform. So, for undirected graphs we can speed up mixing testing by using a tester for closeness to uniform distribution.
Further Research
It would be interesting to study these questions for other difference measures. For example, the Kullback-Leibler asymmetric "distance" from Information Theory defined as Ply.
